EARTH DAY!

Earth Day is my favorite day! It's nice to see so many people celebrating environmental responsibility.

We'll get these into the recycling bins in no time, Eco Man!

Without his gadget belt, Eco Man won't be able to stop us from ruining Earth Day!

Quickly anti-recyclonators, pitch all this recycling into the garbage bins where it belongs! MUAHAHAHA!

Oh no, my gadget belt. It's gone!

Think fast Green Team, Eco Man needs our help!

I know! We can make something with this recycling to scare the anti-recyclonators away.

Tim, you get that cardboard. Josie, you get those big tin cans! Those plastic tubes should work great.

Soon...

Rescue program initialized! BZZT! Punching protocol active! BZZT!

That was some quick thinking Green Team! You managed to save me, Earth Day, and all my recycling! That makes you the real environmental heroes here!

AEEEEE! Nobody told us Eco Man had a recycle-bot sidekick! Run!